We investigate several promising algorithms, proposed in literature, devised to detect sudden changes (structural breaks) 
volatility is estimated by a sample standard deviation of logreturns, but interpreting it as unconditional variance is also commonplace among practitioners.
One of the empirically and widely stated hindrances, however, is that in many practical applications volatility evolves over time. It may have its separate stochastic dynamics proposed, leading to the concept of stochastic volatility models. Another approach, adequate in numerous cases, allows for sudden changes (structural breaks) occurring at the moment when some external shocks or other unexpected, profound shifts in economic background happen. A vast class of so-called threshold models has been proposed to handle these peculiarities more effectively. Here, rather than on price dynamics modelling issues, we will focus on the problem of detection of structural breaks in volatility, employing several promising techniques proposed in the literature cited successively below. (Mean or median change point estimation, albeit also prominent in research, is not addressed here.) Worth mentioning, irrespective of the solely econometric background we will stick to hereafter, is that the problem of volatility break detection is relevant also in other scientific areas such as climatology, medical sciences or mechanics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formally set up the problem and after a brief discussion and references summary, we cite with more detail three known techniques of structural break detection, providing basic source theorems justifying their applicability. Section 3, being fundamental, presents comparison of these algorithms applied for simulated (with intended breaks at some time points) and real financial time series. Detailed computational results for simulated Threshold-GARCH models and two real indice quotes data are provided therein. We numerically show the irrelevance of the Cheng algorithm (discussed below) in the case of multiple volatility breaks. Section 4 contains conclusions and discussion of vital problems concerning stochastic modeling with presence of structural breaks. Finally, literature references are provided.
Let {S t } t=0,…,T be a discretely observed asset price process, eg. daily record of an equity or stock index quotes.
Logarithmic returns, in short logreturns are defined as:
In the pioneer econometric literature, it was assumed that {R t } t=1,…,T ~ iid N(0,σ 2 ), the abbreviation standing for independent, identically distributed Gaussian. In the wake of abundant empirical evidence of 34 logreturns leptokurticity the stringent normality assumption was gradually relaxed. Further ample research
showed that iid case in most situations was still too rigorous, paving the way eg. for conditionally heteroscedastic GARCH models proposed by Bollerslev (1986) . However, all these cases (GARCH being weakly stationary) are characterized by constant unconditional variance σ 2 , which translates into constant volatility within the discussed time span. Such an assumption may lead to the choice of a wrongly specified model for dynamics of {R t }, amplifying the risk of erroneous statistical inference, poor forecasting performance, etc.
Doubts as to whether unconditional volatility is indeed flat over time may arise just upon a brief graphical inspection of asset return series over a sufficiently long time horizon. Alternate periods of lower and higher volatility, the phenomenon called clustering, is clearly evident in Figure 1 , which presents daily logreturns series of Such behavior can be captured to some extent by GARCH series, but the optimal model fitted is quite often close to a stationarity boundary, which in turn diminishes its applicational value. Another but more sophisticated tool for examining the volatility evolution is provided by the Chicago Board of Options Exchange, which since 2004 has been offering a synthetic volatility index (VIX) as a quotable and tradable asset. Without going into technical details insubstantial for our purposes, we only mention that it is computed as an annualized, implied volatility averaged-out from at-the-money call and put S&P500 options with ca. monthly maturity, measured in vol points. Full description of the asset can be found on www.cboe.com. Figure 2 shows its 9-year trajectory. From our perspective it seems therefore promising to detect these breaks by employing targeted algorithms, some of which are in their nature statistical tests.
Within the series {R t } t=1,…,T we want to detect a possible single or multiple volatility break. More precisely, we aim at possibly the most accurate identification of the moments the changes occur, namely 1 < τ 1 <…< τ K < T; K << T. Under these breaks, the unconditional variance evolves over time in a piecewise constant manner:
, where for convenience we define starting and ending values
Until now, under one or multiple volatility break(s) setup quite a few approaches have been proposed, resulting in concurrent detection algorithms. In the pioneer paper of Inclán and Tiao (1994) , henceforward I&T, a CUSUM-type test for detecting a variance structural break in the iid Gaussian case was derived. The procedure was then carried out iteratively to handle multiple breaks, thus providing an ICSS algorithm being the subject of Section 2.1. More extensive empirical application of this procedure for financial time series can be found in Aggarwal et al. (1999) . However, the ICSS method employed in econometrics faced justified criticism by Sansó, specific financial time series, and its iterative version for multiple break detection was performed, yielding a nonparametric change-point algorithm (NPCPM). We focus on this procedure in Section 2.3. Xu (2013) presented a nonparametric approach, too, providing powerful CUSUM-and LM-type tests for both abrupt and smooth volatility break detection. In addition, the author provided a rich and versatile discussion and overview of the topic with ample reference. Needless to say, in the meantime numerous applicational papers on break detection have emerged. To list just a few, we mention Andreou and Ghysels (2002) who studied the topic in ARCH and stochastic volatility context; Covarrubias, Ewing, Hein and Thomson (2006) examined volatility changes in US 10-year Treasuries and dealt with modelling issues; structural breaks in currency exchange rates volatility within GARCH setup was considered in Rapach and Strauss (2008) . The paper of Eckley, Killick, Evans and Jonathan (2010) deserves separate attention as it tackled volatility break detection in oceanography. To this purpose they analyzed storm wave heights across the Gulf of Mexico throughout the 20 th century, using a penalized likelihood changepoint algorithm but only within a Gaussian framework (including "normalizing" data preprocessing). Now, we proceed to a brief description of the three mentioned techniques of volatility break(s) detection, namely: ICSS, Cheng and NPCPM algorithms.
Firstly, let us quote the main theoretical result standing behind the I&T (1994) algorithm. The above result allows for detecting a single volatility structural break in terms of testing the null hypothesis of variance homogeneity, H 0 : σ 2 ≡ Const against H 1 : variance change occurs at some 1 < τ < T. The formal testing procedure rejects H 0 at a predetermined level α if In case of multiple breaks, the ICSS algorithm is performed iteratively with successive division of the observations set. On first detection the data are split into {R 1 ,…, R  -1 } and {R  ,…, R T } upon which the test is performed again, etc…, until all change points are detected.
The third of the presented approaches was proposed in Cheng (2009) , who tackled estimating a single change-point both in mean and variance, but obviously we focus on the latter case. For the return series R={R t } let
where, intuitively, j i R , denotes the sample mean of {R i , R i+1 ,…,R j }. The break detection algorithm runs as follows.
Step 1. Define Step 2. Apply the preceding step repeatedly to the reserved half until the remaining sample size drops below 4.
Step 3. Define the estimator ˆ of the volatility break time τ as the median index of the last, smallest remaining sample.
We refer the reader to Cheng (2009) for theoretical derivations of the algorithm.
The nonparametric and distribution-free approach to detecting structural breaks proposed by Ross (2013) refers to a classic tool of Mood (1954) 
Should the variances within A 1 and A 2 differ significantly,
would be unusually large. Under the null hypothesis of equal variances Mood (1954) showed that
which leads to the standardized test statistic
Whenever 
Ross (2013) provides simulated critical values h T for various T's, as seen in Table 1 below. Source: Ross (2013) Again, if M T > h T then a structural break is discovered, and the best estimate of that break moment is
, where D k stem from the ICSS algorithm (incidentally, this interaction between the two techniques might seem cumbersome). Finally, to detect multiple breaks, the NPCPM algorithm is carried out recursively upon subseries separated by the identified structural break moment ˆ as described above.
Firstly, we will perform the three detection techniques: ICSS, NPCPM and Cheng algorithm upon simulated data. Specifically, conditionally Gaussian Threshold-GARCH multiplicative models are considered with single and then multiple volatility breaks.
The first model to be examined below is T-GARCH(1,1) with single structural break at τ = 300, namely, for . (9) is just a concatenation of two separate, wide-sense stationary GARCH (1,1) models, introduced and explored in Bollerslev (1986) . Unconditional variance of R t in (9) for other piecewise weakly stationary T-GARCH(1,1) models with various structural break location, as soon as it is not too close to series start or end.
Next, we consider a simulated conditionally Gaussian, varying size T-GARCH model with two distinct volatility breaks. Specifically, 
This is again a piecewise weakly stationary GARCH model in which unconditional variance has two breaks at points predetermined in (11), and the calculus goes similarly as in (10): The volatility (measured by variance) jumps four-fold at first breakpoint and halves its intensity at second breakpoint. The simulated trajectory of (11) is presented in Figure 4 . 
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The break detection results obtained by using each of the employed algorithms are the following: Finally, we proceed to volatility break detection within logreturns of the two stock indices mentioned in Section 2, namely DAX30 and S&P500, see Figure 1 . Both series consist of roughly T=4650 observations, which encompass alternate periods of prosperity, boom (markets in complacency mode), followed by bust/crash and resulting recession (markets in high nervousness regime). We compare numerical performance of ICSS and NPCPM techniques on these real data, exhibiting leptokurticity, serial dependence, possibly long memory and sudden profound regime changes caused by external shocks of great magnitude. Detecting structural breaks in volatility is a challenging task, solved with various efficiency by several authors, under their specific sets of model assumptions. We compared three such algorithms of break detection for a simulated hypothetical return series and main stock indices. In general they perform better under a single break or when these regime changes are rare. ICSS technique is found to be quite sensitive to outliers, while NPCPM is more robust, ignoring some spurious breaks. Cheng's device also overreacts to outliers. A single structural break is detected satisfactorily by all methods, provided lack of severe outliers within the data. Iterative versions of some techniques prove sometimes questionable, which was shown in our simulations. Specifically, successive iterations of Cheng's algorithm beyond true breaks flag false signals. This suggests that the iterative version of the method does not converge, so the technique is suitable for detection of a single or at best two breaks. Ross' device is not fully autonomous as it "inherits" some of the breaks detected by ICSS.
Even in the case of NPCPM technique one can inquire about a still quite vast number of signalized breaks, sometimes within a short time span. This makes e.g. the regime-switching approach in modelling financial time series useless whenever breaks prove to be short-lasting (with no profound external influence upon the market dynamics) mainly induced only by the heavy tails of logreturns series. Indeed, in financial econometrics, the time series structure is much more complicated (seasonalities, dummy effects, long memory, skewness, etc.), therefore the break signals are noisy and not always trustworthy. To produce more precise, de-noised techniques of volatility break detection, multivariate modelling could be advocated. More precisely, some explanatory additional time series like e.g. large fund cashflows, intensity of monetary interventions, margin debt levels and aggregate measures of investment sentiment might be used to enhance the detection probability of proper, long-lasting regime change, also for a wider scope of quotable assets than presented above. Discerning between endogenous and exogenous shocks would be helpful, too.
There still seems to be vast space for further research, aiming at more proper volatility structural break detection techniques. Multivariate time series analysis with some exogenous processes (like global sentiment indicators and the scale of monetary "quantitative easing") could substantially improve statistical inference, but at the evident cost of far more complex theoretical setup and simulations. The ongoing financial turbulence of the recent decade gives a strong motivation for further exploration of models with structural breaks in volatility.
Proper detection of crucial breaks vitally enhances statistical inference in financial time series, see e.g. Covarrubias et al. (2006) , Kang, Cho and Yoon (2009) . On that basis (in practice, real-time break detection is very welcome) one can separately model the series' dynamics within distinct regimes, separated by the discovered break times. The present, prolonged but artificially sustained complacency of the financial markets is not granted once for good.
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